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The operating model toolbox
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The maps, models, tables, 
diagrams and charts that 
help describe, analyse and 
design an operating model.
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Five core tools
The following maps and charts are tools that we have found useful in our 

work, both for analyzing the situation and communicating the solution. We 

are not trying to be dogmatic or comprehensive with this list: we are trying 

to be helpful! We have divided the maps and charts into ‘core tools’ and 

‘additional tools‘. We are confident that the core maps and charts are easy 

to use, and they communicate well with a wide audience, especially senior 

managers and executives running operations. Some of the additional tools 

are less executive-friendly, but still useful.

The ‘additional tools’ are additional maps and charts that we or others have found useful.

The ‘core tools’ match with 

the five core parts of the 
Operating Model Canvas.

Value Chain 
Map

Supplier
Matrix

Organization
Model
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Open courses
Tailored
Qualifications
Conferences
Weddings
Research

All Value Chain Steps

Source of advantage

*

**
*

Problem/Opportunity

DesignBuild 
Clients Market Quote/

Sell
Adjust 

design
Admin Deliver

/do
Follow 
up

Issue 
qual

+ design

publish

Combine/manage together

Link or standardize

Separate and manage by segment

Segments

*

* *

Is this a key activity in delivering value?
NoH

ow
 g

oo
d 

ar
e 

w
e 

co
m

pa
re

d 
to

 o
th

er
s? We do, if it does not distract We do

Outsource Design a collaborative agreement

Yes

B
et

te
r

W
or

se

Mexico

Spain and Latin 
America (work 
with exclusive 
distributors in 
smaller countries)

USA (create a JV)
Europe excluding 
Spain (use non‐
exclusive distributors)

Value Chain e.g
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Org Units e.g

Design Buy Make Market Sell Etc

Product business 
units

Owner,
ERP stand

Selling unit by 
country

Owner, ERP 
Stand

R&D Owner, 
Spec

Purchasing Owner, 
ERP Stand

Scheduling Owner,
ERP Stand

Marketing Owner, 
Spec

Etc
ERP Stand = Standard module
ERP Bespoke = Bespoke module
Spec = Special stand-alone applicationIntegrated into the enterprise system

© Ashridge Executive Education 2016

Four types of support work

Head of structure

Business Units

Policy e.g.

Core resource e.g.

Champion/Coordinate e.g. 

Shared service e.g.

Lean/ Operating excellence

Key accounts
Finance

HR

Research

Marketing

Shared services division
HR services
Finance services

Value Chain 
Map

Supplier
Matrix

Organization
Model

IT Blueprint

Locations 
Footprint

Note that the management system box is 

missing from this ‘Canvas’. This is because it 

is not a ‘core’ part of the Canvas.  

It reappears on page 118.
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➜  A stakeholder map helps define the boundaries of the organization that is 
being designed. It also helps in creating a transformation plan

➜  A capability map is a way of framing what an organization does, often used 
by enterprise and business architects

➜  A people model helps to put people issues on the table, particularly helpful 
when creating new capabilities

➜  A decision grid clarifies how the important decisions will be made

➜  A process owner grid shows how the core processes in the organization 
are governed

➜  A management calendar shows the rhythm of management meetings 
and processes needed to keep the organization on track

➜  A scorecard is the tool managers use to assess whether they are on track

➜  A logic diagram shows the logic of the business

➜  An activity system shows the connections between the main activities of 
the organization

➜  A customer journey shows what the customer does to acquire and 
consume the product or service

➜  SIPOC is a tool for understanding the larger system around a process

➜  The Ross model is a way of classifying organizations using integration and 
standardization

➜  The globalisation grid classifies organizations using integration and local 
adaption

Thirteen additional tools
The following thirteen maps and charts are useful in 
many operating model projects.
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        Global     Transnational 

    International    Multi-domestic 

High 

Low 
Low High 

Responsiveness Forces 
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• Provide feedback to the 
Regulator on the 
outcome of marking 

Government 
Departments 

Examination 
Boards 

We implement 
Government policy 

and receive ongoing 
financial support

• Accountable to 
government oversight 
committee 

• Needs to assure that it is 
effective, competent and 
delivers value for money 

• Government departments 
provide direction, listens 
to advice and provide 
ongoing financial support 

 

• Authorized by regulator 
to provide 
qualifications  

• Supervised to meet 
recognition and 
accreditation 
conditions 

• Assure Regulator that 
they are compliant with 
those conditions 

Employers and 
Universities 

• Want Examination Boards to 
provide qualifications that are of 
use and represent good value 

Students 

We protect schools, colleges 
and training organizations so 

that they can be confident 
that qualifications are valid, fit 

for purpose and of value 

We protect users by so that 
they can be confident that 

qualifications are valid – fit for 
purpose, comparable and 
differentiate performance 

• Want confidence that 
qualifications are valid and fair 

We protect students so 
they can be confident 
that qualifications are 
fit for purpose, and of 

value 

Partners 

We collaborate with other 
regulators, research bodies 
and government agencies to 

share information

To secure and promote 
confidence in the 

standards of 
qualifications and 

assessments, in order to 
ensure secure a healthy, 

robust and efficient 
qualifications system 

Schools and 
colleges 

We regulate Examination 
Boards to ensure that they 
are accredited to provide 

qualifications that are 
valid, fit for purpose and 

of value 

Attracts young/
leisure travelers

Reputation for
“fair” fares

Word-of-mouth
advertising

Other
businesses

develop

maintenance
cost low(er)

Seat-back
ads

Emphasis
on in-flight

sales

Lowest fares
Large

volume

Low VC

Low FC
Few ticket
restrictions

Low
commission to

travel
agencies

Non-
unionized

High-
powered
incentives

Stock
options

Spartan
HQ

No air
bridgesSecondary

airports

No meals

Nothing is free

No seat assignments

All passengers
treated equally

Short haul
flights

Yield
management

Standardized
fleet of 737s

High aircraft
utilization

Bargaining power
with suppliers

Attracts
combative

team

B
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s 
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ss
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n Coordination Unification

Diversification Replication

High

Low
Low High

Business Process Standardization

Globalization grid
Stakeholder Map

SIPOC

Customer journey

Activity system

ScorecardManagement calendarProcess owner grid

Decision grid

People model

Logic diagram

Capability map

Ross model

Process Scope

Supplier

Suppliers Inputs Process Outputs Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Primary Customer

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Input

Output

Output

Output

Output

Input

Input

Input

Input

01001
00010
00011
01011

00001
10110
10011
00011

!

COMMERCIAL CONSULTATION INITIATION COORDINATION COMPLETION

INTERNAL
DISCUSSION

FOUND
VIA GOOGLE

ONLINE FORM
SUBMITTED

SEQUENCE
CHECKED

SAMPLES
SUBMITTED

DATA SENT ANALYSIS

INITIAL CONTACT (SALES)
CLIENT MEETING
(SALES) TELCON 

(SALES & TECHNICAL)
CLIENT CONTACT
KEEPING INFORMED OF PROCESS
(SALES)

PRE ENGAGEMENT

Global
purchasing

Agency
relationships

Global
business
services

Brand building

Brand-
building

framework

Design
Consumer
research Leadership

culture

Connect
+

DevelopGlobally
distributed

R&D

Shopper
marketing

GBU/MDO
structure

Customer
teams

Consumer-driven
measurement

systems

Scale

Consumer
understanding

Innovation

Go-to-market
capabilities

ASHRIDGE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT CENTRE

Processes
Course 
Director Media Course 

Admin House Faculty

Workbook production Owner

Course administration Owner

Room maintenance Owner

Materials development Owner

Participant journey Owner Owner Owner

Course delivery Owner
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RAPID

A
gree

D
ecide

R
ecom-
mend

P
erform

I
nput

Must be consulted, can 
be ignored

Must be consulted, can 
not be ignored

People CultureCareersIncentives/ 
Value Prop

People model for seasonal workers at Mark Warner

© PA Knowledge Limited 2014
1CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and Ashridge

1

FACE TO FACE CHANNEL

FIELD FORCE MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT
SERVICES

Recruitment

Fraud 
investigation

Training

SecurityField force scheduling

Agency management

Balance
validation

Application 
approval

Arrears management

Payment 
recording

CORPORATE SERVICES Legal Finance IT Corporate affairsMarketing Audit

DIGITAL CHANNEL

Lead generation

TELEPHONE CHANNEL

COLLECTIONS

DEBT
RECOVERY

Customer survey

Lead marketing

Collections fulfilment

Customer service

Recovery fulfillment

Recovery agency management

Advertising Commission 
management

Financial 
reconciliation

Fraud 
identification

Credit risk 
management

Customer service

Telemarketing

HR

Application processingProduct marketing

Arrears managementPayment collection

Loan distribution

Social media 
management

GE VALUES

1st Quarter

January
Operating Managers
Meeting (Boca)
• 1 year stretch Targets
• Relaunch of Current Initiatives

February
• Intense Energizing of 

Initiatives Across 
Businesses

March
Corporate Executive Council: 

35 Businesses & Corporate 
Leaders

• Early Learning?
• Customer Reaction?

2nd Quarter

April
Anonymous Online CEO 

Survey: 11,000 Employees
• Do you “Feel” Initiative Yet?
• Do Customer Feel it?
• Sufficient Resources to 

Execute?
• Messages Clear & Credible?

4th Quarter 3rd Quarter

May
Leadership Reviews at 

Businesses
• Initiative Leadership Review
• Level of Commitment/Quality 

of Talent on Initiatives
• Differentiation 20/70/10%
• Promote/Reward/Remove

June
Corporate Executive Council:
35 Business & Corporate Leaders
• Business Management Course (BMC) 

Recommendations

July
Session 1: 3 Year Strategy

October
Corporate Officers Meeting
• Next-year Operating Plan Focus
• Role Models Present Initiative 

Successes

November
Operating Plans Presented:
• Initiatives Stretch Targets

December
Corporate Executive Council:
• Agenda for Boca

MISION, VISION, VALUES PROJECTS KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
WHAT

HOW

VISION

Division of Grupo Guacamole internationaly
recognised for providing world class solutions,
products and services for electrical network
infraestructures.

SCORECARD
Updated:

MISION
We are a Division of Grupo Guacamole that currently
operates in the electrical distribution sector.
We seek to provide solutions for our customers
by incorporating high added value products and services.

VALUES
- Flexibility
- Leadership
- Support
- Pragmatism
- Innovation

Sell 500 m€ outside Mexico in 2 years Sales forecast Jon

Turnover
 Specials

EBIT
 Specials

Risk

Cost of poor
quality

Safety

Sell 500 m€ in specials with 20% margin

Create SSU (1 m€/y)

New plant and lay outs (10 m€/y)

SAP (7 m€)

Local sales capabilities (3 m€/y)

Re adapt production lines to specials (2 m€)

Organization design clarification

Moving offices / office in the forest

Head
SSU + HR

Head of
production

Heads of
IT & SSU

Head of
sales

Each BU
GM

HR

HR

MEXICO OUT MEXICO

Peter

Derek
Jon

Ron

Jon

Andr

Andr

Ander

Jon

Casidy
Mat

Mat

Casid

Ron
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The stakeholder map helps define the organization for which we are developing an operating model: it helps clarify 
what is ‘inside’ the operation that is being designed and what is ‘outside’. It also helps define those groups other 
than the organization itself that are likely to be involved in, and affected by, any changes.

Stakeholder map

A public sector 
organization 
regulating 

qualifications

• Provide feedback to 
the Regulator on the 
outcome of marking 

Government 
Departments 

Examination 
Boards 

We implement 
Government policy 

and receive 
ongoing financial 

support

• Accountable to 
government oversight 
committee 

• Needs to assure that it 
is effective, competent 
and delivers value for 
money 

• Government 
departments provide 
direction, listens to 
advice and provide 
ongoing financial 
support 
 

• Authorized by 
regulator to provide 
qualifications  

• Supervised to meet 
recognition and 
accreditation 
conditions 

• Assure Regulator 
that they are 
compliant with those 
conditions 

Employers and 
Universities 

• Want Examination Boards to 
provide qualifications that 
are of use and represent 
good value 

Students 

We protect schools, 
colleges and training 
organizations so that they 
can be confident that 
qualifications are valid, fit 
for purpose and of value 

We protect users by so 
that they can be confident 

that qualifications are 
valid – fit for purpose, 

comparable and 
differentiate performance 

• Want confidence that 
qualifications are valid and 
fair 

We protect students 
so they can be 
confident that 

qualifications are fit 
for purpose, and of 

value 

Partners 

Those we regulate Those who 
control us 

Those we collaborate with  

We collaborate with other 
regulators, research bodies 
and government agencies 

to share information

To secure and promote 
confidence in the 

standards of 
qualifications and 

assessments, in order to 
ensure secure a healthy, 

robust and efficient 
qualifications system 

Schools and 
colleges 

Those we protect 

We regulate 
Examination Boards to 
ensure that they are 
accredited to provide 
qualifications that are 
valid, fit for purpose 
and of value 
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The operating model work will focus on 
everything that is ‘inside’ the central box/
circle. It will also focus on the agreements and 
relationships with each of the stakeholders. 
But it will not address how the stakeholders 
operate. Of course changes to the operating 
model may well require stakeholders to 
change the way they operate in order to 
interact appropriately with the organization 
being redesigned. For example moving to self-
service requires the customer to change his or 
her behaviour. 

When designing an operating model for a 
department or unit within an organization, 
a good stakeholder map is a vital part of 
defining the scope of the project.

IT function in an 
online retailer

Investors

Bankers

Supermarkets

Consumers

Food Regulators/
Inspectors

Employees

Suppliers

Supplier of
private label

products

Provider of own label 
products to supermarkets

IT Function

Line Manager

Business Units

Central Functions

Employees/Users

Employees in IT

Outsource Partners

Software Suppliers

Hardware Suppliers

There are no special rules for generating 
stakeholder maps.

It is normally helpful to start by identifying the 
most important stakeholders and those most 
likely to be affected by the operating model 
work.

Simple questions help to identify all the 
relevant stakeholders:
1. Who are the customers or beneficiaries?
2. Who provides supplies or inputs?
3. Who works in/for the organization?
4. Who owns or controls the organization?
5. Who has an interest in the success of the 

organization? 

For each stakeholder group, it is helpful to 
consider the value the stakeholder is getting 
from the organization and the value the 
stakeholder is contributing.Go to  www.operatingmodelcanvas.com 
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